Happy Life and Everyday Memories Laser Borders - Debbie Hutchings
Summer Collection - Debbie Hutchings
Summer Collection and Everyday Memories Laser Borders - Debbie Hutchings
Summer Collection and Seasons Laser Borders - Debbie Hutchings
Pocket Wonder & Everyday Birthday

Well thirteen definitely has to be celebrated with the traditional family celebration. Lauren loves to celebrate with family especially when Cotton and Camden are there. We bought up the bike that Lauren got when she was a baby and Camden loved it. =P
Laying in the spider web is fun—as long as there’s no scary spiders there. I love to watch Lauren and Brayden jump together on the jumping pillow. It’s amazing how high they get.

All About Fall Collection
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CAMDEN

Time to celebrate Camden's birthday! He is one year old already. Cotton was just as excited as Camden was. It was cute. Grandma wanted her picture with her 7th grandson!
Appropriately this year is all about Cheeky Eggs. Lauren did a good job making these cute faces. And once again my boy is in a fit of laughter. Love him!
FRIENDS

Pocket Party Collection

Jumping at Club Lift was great fun and Lauren enjoyed the time with her friends. They all have rosy cheeks from all that jumping but they don't look too tired. Especially Meg and I slept tonight. Oct 12, 2014.
Autumn is in the Air

October 15, 2014
It's a beautiful Fall day for playing in the leaves. Love the live leaf throwing pictures. And of course they are both incredibly cute - especially when they are holding hands. I can't see that much.

Thanksgiving Collection
It is always fun times for kids at the Karate party especially when they try to do Karate in their costumes.

When Brandon first arrived no one knew who he was. Lauren and Jukara put them together—two wild bahaws.

Yikes--Sunsu looks a bit Ozzy.

October 28, 2014

Pocket Primary Collection
Wow! This beautiful snow came on 11/24/04, the day before Thanksgiving. I absolutely loved it and it just kept coming - over a foot of the fluffy white stuff. Love Lauren's heart shaped flowers!

Winter Wonders Collection
I am so happy that Lauren and Brayden love the snow as much as I do. I love their laughter and big smiles! And wow!! That is one sexy hunter in the snow!

Winter Wonders Collection
Winter Wonders Pocket Collection & Christmas Joy Paper
And of course with all this beautiful snow to be thankful for there is most definitely time for some amazing snow pictures. Love that Lauren and Riley kiss. 🎈

Winter Wonders Collection
Love the blues and greys and whiteness of outside snowy weather. Especially love when the snow sticks to the trees. Snow pretty. Riley looks a tad bit ranked for this snowy day.

Winter Wonders Collection
Yay! Back at home and the balloons fell! We stuck a little cake especially cute! We had fish & chips, roasted potatoes and asparagus. Yum!

Then we tour the Boston Brown cake. Somehow we lost the O to go with it!

It's a Kids World Collection
Fall Beauty

Such a beautiful fall day and the dogs are enjoying it too. I am outside trying to find the best background for Lauren's homecoming pictures later. October 15, 2016
Lauren looked so stunning in her homecoming dress. Everything was perfect—her hair, her makeup and her laughter. It was awesome that Grandma and Grandpa Galkiewicz were here too!
Pocket Frightful and Furry Collection
TURKEY TROT

After losing the 50 pounds I was determined to run/walk my first 5K. It was the 10th year of the Turkey Trot that is held on Thanksgiving Day. I convinced Lauren to do it with me. We had an amazing time and we’re so proud of ourselves!! Thankfully it wasn’t too cold. I am looking forward to doing it again next year and other 5K’s!

Blue Skies Collection
Before heading off to the Club Christmas Party we got some festive family pictures with the Yiphod. I got lucky with my selfie photo with Cooper... 😊 This is our last family photo with our sweet Kiley. So cute!

Joyful & Triumphant Collection
Winter Wonders Collection
All About Fall and Frightful & Furry Collection
Wonder Collection
Our beautiful freckle-faced (and crazy) girl!

Lots of friends also met the high standards required. Here is Jessica, Lauren, Tricia, and Lauren and Lauren, right to left. Our table, #6, was the first one to get filled so we got to get our food first.
Lauren played her last game on the Red Team on June 18, 2016. It was a fun team for her because Jada and Kayley were on it. The team did not do so well though.
Soccer Stars

It's a Kid's World Collection
It's a Kid's World Border Strips
Our Beautiful 8th grade graduate.

These are some of my favorite family shots. Lauren wore our outfits match so her would pop. Lauren looks stunning and is excited for graduation. My favorite picture is this one.
Pocket Party Collection
We went to Bob and Maria’s 4th of July. It wasn’t the hottest of days for swimming and they set up a nice shady area under a canopy. The adults party left that spot. Well, of course, who was determined to ride on the four wheeler with Lilly. Braydon shot some four wheeler too.
Pocket Primary Collection
After dinner, Uncle Mark brought out the moped vehicles and several took rides around the upper hill trail. Some, like Aunt Lori, Lauren (and me) remained spectators. Fun to watch!

GALKIEWICZ

FUN

Pocket It's a Kid's World
About to head to the 2016 Bonner Family Reunion!

Bonner Family Reunion
August 6, 2016
Nassau Sportsmen's Club
A beautiful day!
Family and Fun

Pocket Primary Collection
After the rain stopped
we had a great time. There
were lots of Scenic spots
and I absolutely loved
it here! A great day!
Pocket Primary Collection
A beautifully romantic dance by Pam and Chchie. Thankfully a lot of the dancing happened before the rain fell. The dance floor. And of course there has to be a Suttle (and babies) shot. Linda and Catherine too.
Cooper Bubbles

Sweet Silly Cooper has no idea he has bubbles on his head but he loves to visit Mom in the bubble bath. He also loved to “smoke” his fake pipe like a cigarette. Perhaps next he’ll have a cigar of Dad’s beer.

Pocket Frightful & Furry Collection
Yay! After many years, Lauren has decided to give soccer a try again. She played on a 6th, 7th, and 8th grade team. We were proud to see her try, and Coach Subo really tried to teach her some new skills.
We just love our puppy Cooper, who is 6 months old in these pictures. He just loves to play and gives Riley (the toy hog) a run for his money. Love Cooper's Shauvey face.

And wow! Look at what expression of Brayden!
Riley and Cooper seem to know by instinct the nights we go to Lickety Split for ice cream. The minute we let them out, they both run to get first dibs. They share purrty well and make Brandon smile. 😊
Frightful & Furry Collection
FUN DAY AT AUNT LINDA'S

On a hot July day we went to Linda's house so the kids could play with Colton in the Kiddie pool. The water was a bit chilly but everyone had a good time.

Pocket Party Collection
I was proud that I hit almost every animal. Not sure who hit one in the ankle -- but better hit than not. Glenn looks so happy we are enjoying something he does. When will he scrapbook?!
School Days 2 inch border
FIRST BIKE RIDE

Pocket Primary Collection
Pocket Primary Collection

Love these two! They look great! Getting so Big! THIRD and SEVENTH!! September 3, 2014
Pocket Primary Collection
Yummy food and happy family days. Here is Mark, Dick, Jean, Levi, Here and Glenn enjoying food and drinks. And oh these silly girls (Anika and Lauren) always find something to laugh about.
All About Fall Collection
Fallen leaves always create an opportunity for family fun. And fall is an opportunity to get the kids to help with the raking! Bow is thrilled to be part of the raking and fun! Love the falling leaves photo!
It's that time of year again--the club Christmas party and the weather is so mild that we enjoyed our hay ride. It is much prettier with snow -- but it looks so green -- so I added my own snow!